ACTION TAKEN REPORT BY THE CHAIRMAN
DEPARTMENT OF MOALEJAT

1. The Chairman of the department encourage the teaching staff from time to time to complete the syllabus well in time along with the encouragement of the students for their full participation in academic activities clinical teaching proper clinical understanding through indoor and outdoor teaching modules.

2. The students are advised to take part in feedback process fearlessly to find out the short fall of department and the individual teacher if any.

3. With reference to the item No.7 in student feedback form (Form-II A) the chairman has taken a consultative meeting to find out the measures to use more modern tools and techniques for easily accessible web sources, handouts teaching modules.

4. To make the process more attractive and interesting. All the teaching staff is fully convinced with the view of the chairman to make it as per the need of the day with classical teaching modules.

5. To make the evaluation process more fair and unbiased the chairman has requested to the teaching staff to be more fair in evaluation of sessional copies and also make it available for students to see the evaluated copies for their marks obtained as well as the marking process carried out by teacher both for improvement as well as for encouragement.

6. UG students need viva voce of the courses taught in the class at frequent interval. The concerned teacher has requested to do the same.

7. As per the request of the students (UG & PG) for the demonstration of Basic Life Support. An arrangement has been made for the students posted in MoalejatIPD shall get training from Dr. Jamal Azmat (Assistant Professor, D/o Moalejat).

8. On demand of UG students that group discussion should be held within class room on patients, teachers were informed about the same and requested too.

9. PG students suggested to start journal club in departmental seminar. The chairman has started the same and students have given their positive feedback.
10. PG students urged to have invited lectures on regular basis in the department. Taking the cognisance of the matter, the chairman has arranged the invited lectures in the departmental seminar and the same academic activity will continue in future also.

11. PG students have suggested that the facility of the investigations should be enhanced and more new tests should be carried out to serve more and more patients. In this regard the chairman has agreed and will write to the competent authority.